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Re: Restatement of the Law: Liability Insurance (Council Draft No. 4, Dec. 4, 2017) 

Dear Tom and Kyle: 

I write primarily to comment on and urge amendments to Section 27 and its new 

Comment b necessitated by the omission of former Section 35 in Council Draft No. 4. I also 

briefly comment on and recommend amendments to Section 25 and its Comment e. These 

provisions address rights and duties of the insurer and insured regarding settlement when the 

insurance policy contains a provision expressly prohibiting the insured from settling or assuming 

any obligation without the insurer’s prior consent, except at the insured’s own cost.  

A. The New Draft’s Omission of Former Section 35 and Addition of a New 

Comment b to Section 27 

The new draft deletes Preliminary Draft No. 4’s Section 35, which was entitled, “Consent 

or Approval of the Insurer as a Condition.” That section provided:  

When a liability insurance policy makes the insurer’s consent or approval a 

condition of the insurer’s duty under the policy, the condition is satisfied if the 

insured seeks to obtain the insurer’s consent or approval and no reasonable insurer 

would refuse to consent or approve in the circumstances. 

(Preliminary Draft No. 4, Aug. 4, 2017 at 315:19-22). Section 35 thus allowed an insurer-consent 

provision to be deemed satisfied only if the insured proved both that it had actively sought to 

obtain the required consent and that no reasonable insurer would have refused to consent in the 

circumstances. 

http://www.leonard.com/
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 That same black-letter Section 35 also had previously appeared in the Proposed Final 

Draft dated March 28, 2017. In my letter to addressing that Proposed Final Draft on June 19, 

2017, I urged that you either (a) amend the March  28, 2017, black-letter text of Section 35 to 

add my recommended additions to the conditions that an insured should have to satisfy before 

being allowed to require an insurer to pay the cost of an unauthorized settlement made without 

the insurer’s prior consent when the policy prohibits the insured from settling without the 

insurer’s prior consent or, if the Boskey motion precluded that, (b) add a Comment stating that 

the insurer should have to satisfy those conditions in that situation. I suggested that, without my 

recommended additions to the two conditions that Section 35 already imposed, that section  

goes too far in calling upon courts to rewrite all liability insurance contracts by 

ignoring all consent requirements if only two conditions are shown to exist. That 

test does not meet the criteria for inclusion in an ALI Restatement identified at 

pages x and xi of the Proposed Final Draft of the Restatement of the Law: 

Liability Insurance (Mar. 28, 2017) . . . . And by failing to include other 

conditions that would be easily applied, would impose a minimal and common-

sense burden on insureds, and would impede conduct that readily contributes to 

fraud, collusion, moral hazard, excessive settlements, and the increased premiums 

that result from that conduct, it does so in ways that harm both insurers and the 

entire population of shoppers for liability insurance. 

 Apparently as a result of those comments in my June 19, 2017, letter, you added to 

Section 35 in Preliminary Draft No. 4 a new Comment a that stated: 

Factors that may be taken into account in making that reasonableness determination 

[required by the black-letter text of Section 35] include the following: whether the insurer 

had a reasonable opportunity to participate in the settlement process, whether the insurer 

had a reasonable opportunity to review the terms of the settlement agreement before it 

was executed; whether the insurer was informed of material developments in the 

settlement process; whether the insurer was informed of material developments in the 

settlement process; whether there are any indicia of collusion between the insured and the 

underlying claimant in the settlement process; and whether the insured was reasonably 

diligent in providing information to the insurer and seeking the insurer’s consent.  

Preliminary Draft No. 4 did not, however, add any of those safeguards to the black-letter text of 

Section 35 and did not include, either in the black-letter text or in comment a, any of the four 

additional safeguards that I had urged in my June 19 letter. 

For that reason and the others stated in my June 19 letter, Section 35 in Preliminary Draft 

No. 4, although improved over the March 28 Proposed Final Draft by the addition of comment a, 

continued to create unnecessary and undesirable risks of fraud, collusion, moral hazard, 

excessive settlements, satellite litigation, and increased premiums, all of which would harm the 

entire population of individual consumers and entities seeking to buy or renew liability 
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insurance, insurers, and the judicial system. Accordingly, your omission of Section 35 from 

Council Draft No. 4 would be salutary if Section 35 were replaced by a provision incorporating 

its safeguards and including the additional necessary ones.  

Now, however, Council Draft No. 4 adopts a different and harmful approach by adding to 

Section 27 a new Comment and Illustration as to which your Reporters’ Memorandum states: 

“[The new Comment] results in part from our decision to delete § 35, regarding voluntary-

payment conditions, together with our realization that this topic is more appropriately covered in 

§ 27. The new Comment and Illustration make explicit a point that was previously only 

implicit. Thus, we conclude that they are outside the Boskey motion.” (Reporters’ Mem. xvii 

(emphasis in original).) The new Comment b states, in pertinent part, as follows: 

b. Liability for settlement. If an insurer breaches the duty to make a reasonable 

settlement decision by unreasonably refusing to contribute its limit to an above-

limits settlement of a covered legal action, the insured (or an insurer acting on the 

insured’s behalf) may make a reasonable, non-collusive settlement with the 

claimant, notwithstanding any term in the insurance policy requiring the insurer’s 

consent to, or approval of, the settlement of a covered claim. . . .  

If an insurer breaches the duty to make a reasonable settlement decision by 

unreasonably failing to settle a covered legal action within the policy limits, the 

insured (or an insurer acting on the insured’s behalf) may make a reasonable, non-

collusive settlement with the claimant, notwithstanding any term in the insurance 

policy requiring the insurer’s consent to, or approval of, the settlement of a 

covered claim. . . . Because of the potential for collusion, all such settlements 

should be scrutinized to ensure that they are reasonable both in substance and 

procedure. In addition to interrogating the reasonableness of the terms of the 

settlement, courts should ask questions such as the following: (1) Did the insurer 

receive all information reasonably necessary to evaluate the legal action? (2) Did 

the insurer have a meaningful opportunity to participate in the settlement process? 

(3) Did the insurer have a reasonable amount of time to evaluate the legal action 

and all the terms of any proposed settlement agreement? (4) Were any 

reservations regarding the terms of the settlement expressed by the insurer fully 

and fairly communicated to the insured? 

In the event of a dispute over the reasonableness of a settlement offer, an insurer 

can conclusively foreclose an argument that the insured is permitted to settle the 

case without the insurer’s consent by waiving the policy limit and any coverage 

defenses. As explained in Comment b to § 24, the duty to make reasonable 

settlement decisions is owed only to protect the insured from damages in excess 

of the policy limits. The elimination of that risk eliminates that duty and, hence, 

any corresponding basis for excusing the insured’s obligation to comply with any 

consent-to-settlement conditions in the policy. 
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(Council Draft No. 4 at 252:31-253:29 (underscoring added).)  

Thus, although the Reporters’ Comment states that the topic of former Section 35 is best 

dealt with in Section 27, neither of the two partial safeguards that appeared in the black-letter 

text of former Section 35 has been transferred to the black-letter text of section 27; and the new 

Comment b to Section 27 dilutes the partial safeguards that appeared in Comment a to Section 

35 and  exacerbates the problems of collusion, moral hazard, inflated settlements, increased 

premiums, and satellite litigation created by Section 35. 

1. By relieving insureds of the previously imposed black-letter 

obligation to “seek to obtain” the insurer’s consent to settle, 

Section 27 and its Comment b encourage secret unauthorized 

settlements, collusion, excessive settlements, and moral hazard 

Although your Reporters’ Memorandum states your “realization that this topic [of 

voluntary-payment conditions] is more appropriately covered in § 27,” neither Section 27 nor its 

new Comment b includes former Section 35’s bright-line, black-letter requirement that the 

insured seek to obtain the insurer’s consent to settle when a policy provision expressly requires 

the insured to do so. In fact, neither the black-letter text of Section 27 nor any language in 

Comment b refers to any requirement or suggested practice that provides former Section 35’s 

safeguards. That omission in effect invites secret, collusive settlements and encourages those 

who would make such settlements to justify the settlements afterwards with allegations that the 

insurer made some previous “unreasonable” settlement decision constituting a breach. This 

substantial change will increase the opportunity and incentive for insureds, claimants who claim 

to have been harmed by insureds, and lawyers to engage in collusion, moral hazard behavior, and 

inflated settlements harmful to the general population of persons and entities seeking to buy 

liability insurance.  

2. Eliminating the “request” requirement of former Section 35 expands 

the circumstances when consent is not required 

Eliminating the “request” requirement of former Section 35 effectively expands the 

circumstances in which consent is not required, to the detriment of the insurance-buying public 

and the liability insurance system. Whereas under former Section 35 the reasonableness inquiry 

regarding an unauthorized settlement made by the insured occurred in the context of an insured’s 

actual request that would be unreasonable for the insurer to refuse, the new Comment b to 

Section 35 allows a freewheeling, unfocused inquiry into whether the insurer ever failed to make 

a reasonable settlement decision at any point, regardless of what the insured requested or 

whether the insured ever requested consent to settle.  

Because Comment b expands the circumstances in which, despite a policy’s provision 

expressly requiring consent, neither consent nor even a request for consent is required, it 

exacerbates the problems with Section 35 that my June 19 letter identified and described in 
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depth. As I explained there, Comment b calls upon courts to ignore the clear, unambiguous 

contractual language of standard consent requirements that the Comment does not claim, and to 

my knowledge that courts have not claimed, to be abstruse, arcane, or difficult for persons of 

ordinary intelligence and literacy to understand. Comment b also does not claim, and to my 

knowledge courts have not claimed, that anyone who buys a policy with that language and reads 

that language would form any incorrect expectation about its importance or enforceability. 

Nevertheless, Reporters’ Note b to Section 24 state as follows: 

[A]n argument can be made that, when policyholders purchase liability insurance 

coverage, they are in a sense paying insurers to make lawsuits “go away,” which 

usually means by settlement. Thus, despite the language in liability insurance 

policies giving settlement discretion to the insurer, insureds are often surprised to 

learn, after the fact, that their insurers can refuse to accept settlement offers that 

are within the policy limits and can thereby expose the insureds to the risk of an 

excess judgment.  

(Council Draft No. 4 at 226:33-38.) That argument is not repeated or incorporated into 

Section 27 or elsewhere. But since no other explanatory justification appears in Section 27, that 

same argument may be what generated Comment b to Section 27. If that argument does in fact 

underlie Comment b to Section 27, it does not provide any more support than it does to Section 

24, because both aspects of the argument are erroneous. 

The Reporters’ Notes provide no support for the assertion that purchasers of policies with 

the consent requirement “are in a sense paying insurers to make lawsuits ‘go away,’” rather than 

paying insurers for what the contractual language actually and unambiguously states. When two 

parties execute a contract containing a clear, readily understandable provision that does not 

conflict with any other provision and provides vitally important protection to one of the parties, it 

cannot reasonably be argued that the other party is “in a sense paying” for the exact opposite. 

Accordingly, it is a non sequitur for the next sentence of the Reporters’ Note to begin with the 

word “Thus.” If some insureds are “surprised to learn, after having bought their insurance 

policies, that the policies expressly allow their insurers to refuse to accept settlement offers that 

are within the policy limits,” they must be surprised not because, as the “Thus” connotes, they 

paid their insurers “to make lawsuits ‘go away,’” but because they either failed to read the 

consent requirement before signing the contract; read it, saw nothing wrong with it, and forgot 

about it; tried to get the requirement modified, were unwilling to pay the additional amount that 

would have been required to persuade the insurer to agree to the modification, and forgot about 

it; or tried to get the requirement modified, were unsuccessful for some other reason, and forgot 

about it. 

Moreover, it seems highly likely that, if all liability insurance buyers were required, 

before buying the insurance, to listen to or read an explanation of why the consent requirement is 

an important safeguard against collusion and moral hazard, how it saves them and all other 
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insureds the higher premiums that would have to be charged in its absence, and how limited are 

the categories of situations in which insurers are likely to refuse to consent to a settlement within 

policy limits, all of the purchasers would agree that the requirement is both fair and desirable. 

Section 27’s Comments and Reporters Notes cite no evidence suggesting otherwise and offer no 

reason to believe otherwise. 

The facts in Stresscon Corp. v. Travelers Property Casualty Co. of America, 2016 CO 

22M, 370 P.3d 140 (2016)—which was cited in the August 2017 Preliminary Draft No. 4 but is 

omitted from the new Council Draft No. 4—provide one of many available examples showing 

that it often is not insureds “surprised” by the fact that insurers have the right to refuse to settle 

within policy limits who try to circumvent the consent requirements to which the parties agreed. 

The insured there was a large, sophisticated construction corporation that had retained a large, 

sophisticated insurance brokerage to help it shop for, choose, and negotiate the terms of liability 

insurance, including multiple changes to the standard-form liability policy. There was no 

question that the insured, together with or through its brokerage agent, knew of and understood 

the consent requirement before buying the policy and after the accident that led to a third-party 

claim against the insured. Nor did the insured claim to the contrary; instead, it contended that the 

insurer’s declining of an invitation to attend a settlement meeting constituted a denial of 

coverage that defeated the consent requirement that the insurer invoked when the insured (i) 

secretly settled with the claimant before the claimant commenced a lawsuit; (ii) secretly settled 

with the claimant without ever asking the insurer to settle the claim; (iii) secretly negotiated the 

settlement without ever telling the insurer that the insured was going to commence negotiations, 

was engaged in negotiations, or had agreed on a settlement; (iv) simultaneously settled the 

allegedly covered claim and some wholly unrelated and uncovered claims for a single sum 

without allocating that sum among the claims; (v) admittedly, to prevent the insurer from 

challenging the amount paid on the covered claim, did not allocate the settlement sum between 

the covered and uncovered claims; (vi) admittedly settled so as not to anger and lose business 

from one of its business customers—i.e., for a reason not covered by the policy (as opposed to 

settling to avoid the risk of a judgment exceeding policy limits); and (vii) did not notify the 

insurer of the settlement before suing the insurer, three months after the settlement, for bad faith 

failure to settle. Id. ¶¶ 4, 20; Travelers’ Opening Br. from Stresscon 11-15. 

Sophisticated insureds advised by lawyers, such as the insured in Stresscon, are the 

insureds most likely to engage in the type of conduct described above and are the most likely to 

benefit from current Comment b to Section 27, at the expense of less sophisticated insureds who 

ultimately pay the higher cost of insurance necessitated by such conduct. And, as the tactics 

employed by the insured in Stesscon show, there are multiple ways in which an insured and a 

claimant against the insured can collude to circumvent a consent requirement and set up an 

insurer for a common-law insurance bad-faith action and for penalties and attorneys’ fees under 

insurance bad-faith statutes. 

In sum, current Section 27’s omission of the seeking-consent safeguards previously 

provided in Section 35 does not appear to me to be justified by any existing body of judicial 
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decisions, by any defect in the language of those requirements, or by any action by insurers that 

can be said to cause buyers of insurance policies containing those provisions to believe that the 

provisions mean anything other than what they plainly say. As I will now explain, the new 

Comment b to Section 27 also cannot be justified as being a rule that “fits best with the broader 

body of law and therefore leads to more coherence in the law” or as having “relative desirability” 

compared to rules that more effectively provide insurers, insureds, and tort victims with the 

benefits that consent requirements as written in insurance policies do provide. 

Section 27 and its Comment b wrest from insurers what courts and commentators widely 

acknowledge to be the most important protection that insurers have against several serious 

dangers harmful to both the insurance-buying public and insurers. As the Seventh Circuit 

recognized in rejecting one insured’s attempt to avoid a consent provision by arguing that the 

provision should not be enforced because enforcement of the provision would harm the insured’s 

business relationship with its customer, one danger is collusion between insureds and claimants 

against insurers. See Charter Oak Fire Ins. Co. v. Color Converting Indus. Co., 45 F.3d 1170, 

1174 (7th Cir. 1995) (Posner, J.) (“The danger of collusion between an insured and its customers, 

just as between an insured and the members of the insured’s family, is one against which 

insurance companies assiduously endeavor to protect themselves” with consent provisions); id. 

(“the opening for collusive and exaggerated claims of products liability [or other claims] will be 

immense”); see Douglas R. Richmond, The Consent Judgment Quandary of Insurance Law, 48 

Tort Trial & Ins. Prac. L.J. 537, 546 (2013) (stating that requiring insurers to pay for 

unauthorized settlements “encourages collusion between the insured and the plaintiff to raid 

insurance proceeds”). Fully enforced consent provisions are a powerful deterrent to collusive 

unauthorized settlements. If that protection is weakened, however, colluders will be less deterred 

because the insurer must develop proof of the collusion and, to do so, must depend largely or 

entirely on the alleged colluders themselves to supply evidence of their scheme. Requiring 

insurers to prove collusion after the fact also will impose on insurers, all insurance buyers, and 

the public substantial new costs in the form of an entirely new category of satellite litigation 

focused on whether each unauthorized settlement is collusive. “[B]ecause these [post-claim] 

investigations are expensive, insurers find it hard to commit to investigating all claims or even 

only those that are suspected.” Ronen Avraham, The Economics of Insurance Law-A Primer, 19 

Conn. Ins. L.J. 29,75 (2012). Rather than requiring insurers to detect and prove collusion after 

the fact, it is more efficient to require insureds to obtain insurers’ consent to settlements before 

they are made. 

Consent requirements “also guard against the problem of moral hazard[,] the tendency to 

take additional risks or run up extra costs when another party is financially liable.” W Bend Mut. 

Ins. Co. v. Arbor Homes LLC, 703 F.3d 1092, 1096 n.2 (7th Cir. 2013); see also Charter Oak, 

45 F.3d at 1174. “It is pretty evident that if the insurer [e]ntrusted the matter of making 

settlements to its numerous policy holders, its existence would be precarious. We are all apt to be 

generous when it comes to spending the money of others.” Diamond v. Mass. Bonding & Ins. 

Co., 226 F.2d 396,399 (7th Cir. 1955) (quoting Wis. Zinc Co. v. Fid. & Deposit Co. of Md., 155 
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N.W. 1081, 1085 (Wis. 1915)). The insurer’s control over settlement “furnishes the only 

safeguard available against the payment of excessive damages.” Id. (quoting Wis. Zinc, 155 

N.W. at 1085). This has long been recognized by insurance scholars and courts. See, e.g., Robert 

E. Keeton, Liability Insurance and Responsibility for Settlement, 67 Harv. L. Rev. 1136, 1166 

(1954) (“Even disregarding the danger of collusion between claimant and insured, it is to be 

expected that insureds would offer more than [insurers], and claimants would demand more 

because of the knowledge of insureds’ powers.”). In particular, insureds will have every 

incentive to agree to a settlement exceeding the value of the third-party claim merely to preserve 

business relationships or avoid the inconvenience of litigation, rather than to avoid the risk of a 

judgment that exceeds the policy limits. See Charter Oak, 45 F.3d at 1172-74. And 

“unauthorized settlement agreements are particularly attractive to third-party claimants whose 

claims are weak or whose chances of full recovery are small.” Benjamin A. Kahn & Ronald H. 

Nemirow, Unauthorized Settlement Agreements in a Reservation of Rights Context, 34 Tort & 

Ins. L.J. 799, 817-18 (1999). Unauthorized settlements in which the insured and the claimant 

agree on an amount that the insurer is expected to pay “almost always contain distorted 

settlement amounts instead of an arm’s length assessment of a claim’s worth.” Id. at 817; see 

also Merritt v. Reserve Ins. Co., 110 Cal. Rptr. 511, 518 (Cal. Ct. App. 1973) (“[S]ettlement will 

always be to the interest of the assured-for the settlement will cost him nothing.”). 

Requiring insurers to prove that an unauthorized settlement resulted from collusion or 

moral hazard, and the new Comment b’s list of questions that courts “should ask” in deciding 

whether to uphold the insured’s settlement in disregard of the consent requirement also will, like 

requiring insurers to prove that an unauthorized settlement was unreasonable or resulted from 

collusion, impose substantial new costs on insurers, the broad population of insurance buyers, 

and the public in the form of satellite litigation focused on those issues. 

There is a third danger of settlements that violate consent requirements and that 

nevertheless must be paid by insurers unless the insurers are willing to take the risk of failing to 

persuade courts that the answers to Comment b’s questions favor enforcement of the policy’s 

consent requirement. It is that societally undesirable settlements inflated above the actual value 

of third-party liability claims will result from the lesser relevant training, experience, knowledge, 

and skill of most insureds relative to most insurers. Enforcing consent requirements ensures that 

insurers can employ, for the benefit of their shareholders, their insureds, and the public, the 

insurers’ comparatively greater skill and experience in evaluating, defending, and settling claims 

and lawsuits to obtain better results than most insureds acting in good faith could obtain. “Giving 

the insured the power to control the settlement of his own case would raise the possibility that 

the insured, inexperienced in evaluating claims . . . , would settle in cases in which litigation 

would result in no liability” or liability that is less than the settlement amount. Note, An 

Insurance Company’s Duty to Settle: Qualified or Absolute?, 41 S. Cal. L. Rev. 120, 126 (1968); 

Alan O. Sykes, Judicial Limitations on the Discretion of Liability Insurers to Settle or Litigate: 

An Economic Critique, 72 Tex. L. Rev. 1345, 1354 (1994) (“[I]nsurers will often have better 

information both about the legal issues in the case and about the possibility of a judgment in 
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excess of the policy limits.”); Keeton, supra at 1166 (“Recognition of a power in insured[s] to 

make a settlement binding [the insurance] company is inconsistent with the fundamental premise 

that the liability insurance system will work more effectively if [the insurance] company controls 

the defense and settlement than if either of these matters is left to insured[s].”). 

The increased risks of collusion, moral hazard, and inflated good-faith unauthorized 

settlements caused by reducing insurers’ right to control settlements harm the public and the 

insurance system in at least two additional ways. First, premiums will rise to cover the increased 

average cost of risk as insurers are compelled to investigate, evaluate, and either fund or litigate 

unauthorized settlements not previously covered and to pay for the inflation of covered 

settlements. See Keeton, supra at 1165-66 (“Insurance costs would rise, since the higher 

settlements made by insureds and reimbursed by companies would eventually be reflected in 

rates.”); George L. Priest, The Current Insurance Crisis and Modern Tort Law, 96 Yale L.J. 

1521, 1527, 1541-48, 1570-71 (1987). The Reporters’ Note to Section 24 recognizes that 

undermining the protection that consent requirements on their face provide “would in turn lead to 

an increase in premiums.” (Council Draft No. 4 at 227:3-4; cf. id. at  238:4-9 (recognizing that 

not allowing recoupment by insurers who defend their insureds under reservations of rights and 

later obtain rulings that the policies did not provide coverage “comes with some costs,” including 

“that insurance premiums are somewhat higher than they would be under an alternative, pro-

recoupment default rule.”).) The increased costs will cause (i) high-risk consumers to pay more 

for the same coverage and forgo other welfare-enhancing purchases, (ii) mid-level-risk 

consumers to buy less coverage, and (iii) low-risk consumers on the margins to self-insure or go 

without. See Priest, supra at 1527, 1541, 1548, 1560-62, 1570. 

Thus, diluting insurance policies’ express consent requirements by judicial fiat will cause 

insurance consumers who do comply with those requirements to subsidize those who instead 

engage in collusion or moralhazard behavior and those who execute unauthorized inflated 

settlements due to inexperience, inadequate investigation, or inadequate negotiations. Companies 

that are large, sophisticated, advised by insurance brokers and lawyers, and thus more capable of 

gaming the system, will be able to extract larger, unjust payments, while insurance consumers 

lacking such advantages, or who decline to adopt such tactics, will pick up the tab. In short, the 

dilution most severely harms the most honest and fair-minded policyholders. See Avraham, 

supra at 66 (“Because the insurer cannot distinguish,” when it sells a policy, “between insureds 

who do and those who do not behave in a moral hazard way, the insurer charges the same 

premium to all insureds, leading to cross subsidization [of such behavior].”). 

Put differently, Section 27 and its Comment b as currently written will decrease insurance 

protection for and increase the cost to the vast majority of insurance consumers to benefit the few 

who game the system by breaching consent requirements. This cross-subsidizing of unfair and 

sophisticated insureds by fair-minded and less sophisticated insurance consumers is worsened by 

bad-faith insurance lawsuits and by statutes enabling insureds to recover civil penalties. See 

Douglas G. Houser, Good Faith As A Matter of Law: The Insurance Company’s Right to Be 

Wrong, 27 Tort & Ins. L.J. 665, 666 (1992) (“Insurance companies and society in general cannot 
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afford the ‘bad faith-punitive damages lottery’ that permits a few insureds to recover millions of 

dollars in extra damages that must then ultimately be paid by the great mass of innocent 

premium-paying insureds.”). In addition, it will cause a proportionate number of tort victims of 

insurance consumers who go uninsured or underinsured because of higher insurance premiums to 

go uncompensated or undercompensated. It also will burden the judicial system by increasing the 

amount of satellite litigation arising out of third-party claims because of insureds’ unauthorized 

settlements resulting from collusion, moral hazard, bad judgment, inadequate information, 

inexperience, and lack of sophistication. 

Yet another harmful effect of settlements that violate consent requirements is impairment 

of insurers’ ability to reduce the risks indemnified in the insurance policies. Section 27’s new 

Comment b introduces into liability insurance risk pools substantial additional variance from an 

entirely new source: the insured’s own post-claim conduct. Doing so increases the cost of 

diversifying and reducing risk.  

Insurance’s purpose is not only to transfer or spread risk. An important additional 

function of insurance, if permitted to work as designed, is to reduce risk. Insurers reduce the 

risks faced by both themselves and insureds through a process based on statistical and actuarial 

principles comprising several steps. Insurers (i) segregate insureds into “pools” whose members 

have similar risk levels, (ii) project the pool’s losses based on the law of large numbers, and, 

finally, (iii) set a single premium for the pool members, based on the pool’s average expected 

cost of risk. The process of segregating, pooling, and averaging reduces the overall risk faced by 

insureds without increasing the risk to insurers, and this benefits all of the parties involved in the 

insurance transaction. See Priest, supra at 1540; 1 Jeffrey E. Thomas & Francis J. Mootz, III, 

New Appleman on Insurance Law Library Edition§ 1.01[1], at 1-15 (2012) (“Taking advantage 

of the law of large numbers, the insurer is able, at least in theory, to predict accurately the 

frequency and amount of loss within this larger group . . . . The insured achieves economic 

security-which may produce emotional security as well-without transferring insecurity to the 

insurer, which is able to achieve predictability through the law of large numbers.”). 

Section 27 and its new Comment b undermine the risk-reducing function of insurance by 

introducing increased post-claim variance and uncertainty into risk pools. “Where insureds, ex 

post, can affect the level of claimed losses,” such as by settling without consent, “the variance in 

expected risks increases.” Priest; supra at 1548. Depriving insurers of their contractually stated 

unqualified right to control settlement where it has been bargained for, and enabling insureds to 

influence the variance in the risk pool by their post-claim settlement conduct, reduces insurers’ 

ability to group insureds into the narrowly-defined risk pools that provide the core benefit of the 

insurance function. In short, doing so increases risk. “[T]he greater the risks that must be 

diversified, the more costly the diversification investments become. Thus, as the variance of a 

risk pool increases, the cost of insuring the pool increases, and the premium increases.” Id. at 

1542. 
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It also is unclear, and not addressed in Section 27’s Comments and Reporters’ Notes, 

whether the additional risks created by judicially diluting the safeguards provided by consent 

requirements can be effectively predicted and pooled in the context of commercial general 

liability policies, where the insurer’s right to consent has been traditionally unqualified. Actuarial 

texts have long assumed that no-voluntary-payment provisions will be enforced as written, not 

rewritten with implied limitations on insurer consent. See, e.g., Arthur L. Flitner & Jerome 

Trupin, Commercial Insurance 9.10-9.11 (American Institute for Chartered Property Casualty 

Underwriters 2002) (“Any voluntary payments made by an insured or expenses incurred by an 

insured without the insurer’s consent must be paid by the insured.”); Jack P. Gibson & Maureen 

C. McLendon, Commercial Liability Insurance V.J.8 (Int’l Risk Mgmt. Inst., Inc. 1980) (“The 

last part of the insured’s obligation in condition 2 [the no-voluntary-payment requirement] 

establishes the insurer’s right to sole control of defense with respect to settling claims. If the 

insured makes a voluntary payment, assumes obligations, or incurs expenses, he may not seek 

reimbursement from the insurer.”). 

In the comments in my letter of June 19, 2017, I cited the above considerations in arguing 

that former Section 35 should be changed to provide better safeguards against too readily 

undermining insurer-consent provisions in ways that promote collusion, moral hazard, excessive 

unauthorized settlements, and satellite litigation. Those arguments apply even more forcefully to 

the still weaker protections of Section 27 and its new Comment b. The problems described above 

will be exacerbated if the two black-letter text safeguards of Preliminary Draft No. 4’s Section 

35 are not added to the black-letter text of the new Section 27, or at a minimum to Section 27’s 

Comment b. And the additional conditions I described in my letter of June 19, 2017, should be 

added to Comment b with a clear direction that, when any of them is not met, an insurer-consent 

provision must be enforced. 
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3. The list of questions that Comment b to Section 27 says that courts 

should ask fails to provide adequate protection against collusion, 

moral hazard, inflated settlements, higher insurance premiums, and 

satellite litigation, and it even fails to provide important safeguards 

that Section 35 and its Comment a previously provided 

Comment b to Section 27 attempts to control the black-letter text’s harmful effects by 

listing several questions that “courts should ask.” As shown by the following side-by-side 

comparison, however, the list as worded in Comment b provides less protection against 

collusion, moral hazard,  inflated settlements, higher insurance premiums, and satellite litigation 

than did the list of questions provided in Comment a to Section 35: 

               Section 35, Comment a 

 

“whether the insured was reasonably diligent in 

providing information to the insurer and 

seeking the insurer’s consent” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“whether the insurer had a reasonable 

opportunity to participate in the settlement 

process” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Section 27, Comment b 

 

“(1) Did the insurer receive all 

information reasonably necessary to 

evaluate the legal action?” [The black-

letter text of Section 35 required the 

insured to seek the insurer’s consent, 

and Comment a asked “whether the 

insured was reasonably diligent in 

providing information to the insurer 

and seeking the insurer’s consent.” 

Section 27 and its Comment b do 

neither. The former Comment a 

safeguards should be added to 

Comment b, just as the black-letter 

safeguards of former Section 35 should 

be added to the black-letter text of 

Section 27.] 

“(2) Did the insurer have a meaningful 

opportunity to participate in the 

settlement process?” [Comment a to 

Section 35 asked whether the insurer 

had a “reasonable opportunity,” rather 

than a “meaningful opportunity.” As a 

practical matter, there may be no 

difference between the two. However, 

the black-letter text of Section 25(3)(a) 

requires that the “insurer is given a 

reasonable opportunity to participate in 

the settlement process” if the insured 
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“whether the insurer had a reasonable 

opportunity to review the terms of the 

settlement agreement before it was executed”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“whether the insurer was informed of material 

developments in the settlement process” 

 

wants to settle without the consent of 

the insurer. Both for consistency and 

because that requirement is a vitally 

important safeguard against collusion, 

moral hazard, excessive settlements, 

increased premiums, and satellite 

litigation, the same requirement should 

be added to the black-letter text of 

Section 27.] 

“(3) Did the insurer have a reasonable 

amount of time to evaluate the legal 

action and all the terms of any proposed 

settlement agreement?” [Section 35’s 

Comment a asked “whether the insurer 

had a reasonable opportunity to review 

the terms of the settlement agreement 

before it was executed.” Section 27’s 

new Comment b provides more 

protection by implying that the insurer 

should give the insurer a reasonable 

opportunity to evaluate the merits of 

the claim against the insured and, in 

light of that evaluation, to evaluate 

every proposed settlement agreement 

along the way to the final settlement 

agreement, not just the final settlement 

agreement. This is a salutary change.]  

“(4) Were any reservations regarding 

the terms of the settlement expressed 

by the insurer fully and fairly 

communicated to the insured?” [This 

appears to be intended to protect the 

insured, not the insurer, and there is no 

parallel provision in Section 35’s 

Comment a. I consider this a 

reasonable addition.] 

[Section 27 and its new Comment b provide no 

parallel safeguard. I urge that it be reinstated. If 

for example, the insured were to obtain new 

information that, one way or the other, 
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“whether there are any indicia of collusion 

between the insured and the underlying 

claimant in the settlement process” 

 

 

 

 

 

“whether the insured was reasonably diligent in 

providing information to the insurer and 

seeking the insurer’s consent” 

materially affects the strength of the claim 

against the insured, the information might well 

affect the insurer’s decision whether to agree to 

a settlement.] 

 

[Section 27 and its new Comment b provide no 

parallel safeguard. I urge that it be reinstated. If 

there are indicia of such collusion, they should 

be material in deciding whether the insured 

should be allowed to ignore the policy’s 

expressly stated consent requirement.] 

 

 

[Section 27 and its new Comment b provide no 

parallel safeguard. Especially if the “seeks to 

obtain the insurer’s consent” language in the 

black-letter text of Section 35 is not added to 

the black-letter text of Section 27, the addition 

of this question from Section 35’s Comment a 

is crucial.] 

 

In addition to omitting, without explanation, the two black-letter-text safeguards of 

former Section 35 and several of the safeguards provided by Section 35’s Comment a, the 

language of Section 27’s Comment b may suggest to courts that Comment b is a multi-factor 

balancing test whose answers can be weighed in their totality in the court’s discretion, rather than 

separate tests as to which any “no” answer precludes disregard of a policy’s express consent 

requirement. Such a discretionary balancing approach finds no support in any demonstrated 

majority or plurality rule, any trend in the law, any claimed fit with the broader body of law, or 

any social-science evidence or empirical analysis of which I am aware. To the contrary, case law 

indicates that a “no” answer to any of the first three of Comment b’s four questions should and 

would be fatal to any unauthorized settlement as a matter of law. See, e.g., Nunn v. Mid-Century 

Ins. Co., 244 P.3d 116, 119 (Colo. 2010) (requiring the insurer to act unreasonably “refusing a 

settlement offer that would avoid any possibility of excess liability” before the insured may 

stipulate to excess liability in a settlement); Pavia v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 82 N.Y.2d 

445, 455, 626 N.E.2d 24, 28-29 (1993) (holding that the insurer’s “failure to respond to the letter 

and over-all delay under the circumstances of this case cannot serve as a basis for recovery” 

because the claimant provided too little time to consider a settlement offer, “in contravention of 

[insurers’] contractual right and obligation of thorough investigation.”); Clegg v. Butler, 676 

N.E.2d 1134, 1140 (Mass. 1997) (“Insurers must be given the time to investigate claims 

thoroughly to determine their liability. Our decisions interpreting the obligations contained 

within G.L. c. 176D, § 3(9), in no way penalize insurers who delay in good faith when liability is 
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not clear and requires further investigation.”); Jenkins v. All Nation Ins. Co., No. 86-4124, 1988 

WL 72864, at *3 (9th Cir. June 29, 1988) (“Generally speaking, an insurer’s failure to settle is in 

bad faith only if it had been presented with a reasonable opportunity to settle, including a 

reasonable length of time within which to respond to any settlement overtures.”). 

Furthermore, the list of questions in Comment b is incomplete and overlooks important 

other considerations. As indicated in my letter of June 19, 2017, the following further 

considerations are important, and each should independently preclude any disregard of an 

insurer-consent requirement, especially if the two black-letter textual safeguards that Section 35 

provided and that are omitted from current Section 27 are not added to Section 27: 

the insured makes a reasonable effort to obtain the insurer’s consent or approval of the 

full, final settlement agreement before entering into the agreement or making any 

payment on the claims asserted by the claimant; 

the insured does not agree to any settlement or make any payment on the claims asserted 

by the claimant until after the insured has afforded the insurer a reasonable opportunity to 

conduct investigation and discovery sufficient to evaluate (i) the claims for relief on the 

basis of which the claimant seeks damages and (ii) the proposed full, final settlement 

agreement to be entered into by the insured and the claimant;  

if the settlement includes payments for damages that are not covered by the liability 

insurance policy, the portion of the settlement allocated to the insured component of the 

action is reasonable and is specified in the full, final settlement agreement that is 

provided to the insurer for review before the agreement has been executed. [Note that the 

black-letter text of current Section 25(3)(d) contains a similar requirement. It states: “If 

the settlement includes payments for damages that are not covered by the liability policy, 

a reasonable portion of the settlement is allocated to the insured component of the 

action.” I see no good reason for the disparity between the safeguards provided in Section 

25 and those provided in Section 27.] 

Given that the combination of (i) deleting Section 35 as the primary provision addressing 

insurer consent, (ii) addressing insurer consent in Section 27, (iii) omitting from Section 27 the 

two safeguards in the black-letter text of Section 35, (iv) diluting in Comment b to Section 27 the 

additional safeguards provided in Comment a to Section 35, and (v) omitting from Section 27 

two of the applicable safeguards provided in Section 25(3)(a) and (d) is outside the Boskey 

motion, the changes that I have recommended above to the black-letter text of Section 27 and its 

new Comment b should be made. With the changes I have urged above, Section 27 would read 

as follows: 
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§ 27. Damages for Breach of the Duty to Make Reasonable Settlement Decisions 

 

(1) An insurer that breaches the duty to make reasonable settlement decisions is 

subject to liability for any foreseeable harm caused by the breach, including the 

full amount of damages assessed against the insured in the underlying legal action, 

without regard to the policy limits. 

 

(2) If the insured settles with the claimant when the insurance policy makes the 

insurer’s consent or approval a condition of the insurer’s duty under the policy, the 

insured (or an insurer acting on the insured’s behalf) may make a reasonable, non-

collusive settlement with the claimant of a covered claim when the following 

requirements are met: 

 

(a) The insured sought to obtain the insurer’s consent or approval, and no 

reasonable insurer would refuse to consent or approve in the circumstances. 

(b) The insurer received all information reasonably necessary to evaluate the 

legal action. 

(c) The insurer had a reasonable opportunity to participate in the settlement 

process. 

(d) The insurer had a reasonable amount of time to evaluate the legal action and all 

the terms of any proposed settlement agreement. 

 

(e) The insured kept the insurer reasonably informed of all material developments 

in the settlement process. 

 

(f) The insured made a reasonable effort to obtain the insurer’s consent or approval 

of the full, final settlement agreement before entering into the agreement or making 

any payment on the claims asserted by the claimant. 

(g) The insured did not agree to any settlement or make any payment on the claims 

asserted by the claimant until after the insured has afforded the insurer a 

reasonable opportunity to conduct investigation and discovery sufficient to evaluate 

(i) the claims for relief on the basis of which the claimant seeks damages and (ii) the 

proposed full, final settlement agreement to be entered into by the insured and the 

claimant.  

(h) If the settlement includes payments by the insured for damages that are not 

covered by the insurance policy, the portion of the settlement allocated to the 

insured component of the action is reasonable and is specified in the full, final 
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settlement agreement that is provided to the insurer for review before the 

agreement has been executed. 

 

B. Section 25 Should Be Revised Consistent with My Letter Dated 

June 19, 2017 

Council Draft No. 4 adds to Section 25’s Comment e the same list of four questions that 

appear in new Comment b to Section 27. For the reasons stated above supporting my 

recommended additions to that list in Section 27’s black-letter text, or at least in Section 27’s 

new Comment b, Section 25’s black-letter text, or at least its Comment e, should be amended to 

include those additions.  

*** 

Thank you for considering these recommendations and for your valuable contributions to 

the Institute. Please do not hesitate to contact me with questions about this letter. 

Sincerely, 

 

Malcolm E. Wheeler 

cc: Professor Richard L. Revesz 

 Ms. Stephanie A. Middleton 

  


